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New Designed Koopao design this new model of USB C to 3.5mm aux cable cord. This Type C to
3.5mm Aux cable can easily connect your Type C devices to car stereo, home stereo, speaker,
headphones or any device with standard 3.5mm audio jack or Aux-in port and offers you the
freedom of listening to music.
Widely Compatible This USB c aux audio cable cord compatible with most of type c devices
compatible with New iPad Pro 2018, New Macbook, Chromebook, Google Pixel 2/3/4 XL, Oneplus,
Samsung Galaxy Note 10/S10/S9, Huawei, Xiaomi,.etc.
Premium Sound Quality We adopt the upgraded original audio chips to ensures stable and no loss
transmission of audio signal, provide flawlessly music transmission and HIFI sound quality.
Nylon Braided Nylon Braided style not only let it look upscale and attractive but also provids
maximum's durability. This Car AUX Cable can stand wear and tear. 3.28ft / 1m in length is enough
to connectingup Audio devices both in car and home.
BUY WITH CONFIDENCEKoopao is a professional USB c aux audio cable manufacturer. Every
product we launch has undergone rigorous testing and meets the quality standards in US. if you
have any questions, pls be free to contact us .KOOPAO's Story
The 'Unique' never came out in a sudden , it must be the impact of many creative minds. The
'Creative' never means to re-built, it grows from modify. But the 'Attractive' starts only when the
modify makes you 'different' !!
Years ago, I was trying to find the trends of good products, i even force myself into logistic,
searching thousands kinds of goods everyday. When finally i realized the words above, i created
KOOPAO, i formed a team innovative , we made every product different, we upgrade them every
year, maybe we are not the best , but we are trying the most , hope you will like the idea of this
brand, also our products !!
-- Perry Oyang
Founder of KOOPAO , a brand involved in digital cable & accessories . KOOPAO, Let's create it out
!!
******************************************************************
Why you have to choose KOOPAO Type C to 3.5mm Aux Stereo Audio Cord rather than others?
1. Premium DAC Built-in chip restore the original audio tone -- HIFI Sound.2. High quality 4/L
braided wire itself with Kevlar surface -- For Lossless Signal Transmission3. Bonus Velcro tape -keep the cable orderly all the time .4. Superb fit, no need to remove phone cases during use (within
5mm) .5. Just plug and play, no drivers required, super convenience.
Features
Premium Sound Quality
This USB type c to 3.5mm 1/8 inch aux audio cord's powerful DAC chips inside support up to DVD
level Hifi sound quality .
Clean & Clearly restore every single audio of your music with no reduce .
Lossless Signal Transmission
99% OFC core / High frequency resistance layer / V-0 Level Flame-retardant / Kevlar Surface & etc.
The well made wire itself ensured this usbc to aux cord can Stable and No loss transmit the audio
signal & Minimize the interference .
Strictly Quality Control
Please be free to enjoy high quality music anywhere and anytime with this aux cable. as it passed
very strictly inspections & test before sold out .
Application
USB C aux cable for Headphone
Just connect your headphones/headsets which has 3.5mm aux port with this usb c aux cable , then
enjoy music anywhere you want.
Pls note : this cable is only for audio signal from usb-c port to 3.5mm port . Can NOT reverse use by
connect usb-c port with headset.
USB C aux cord for Car
Use this adapter to connect your Cellphone with Car audio system's Aux port , It will provide Better

& Richer audio than Bluetooth , this is the advantage of wire connection .
Pls note : This usb-c aux adapter do NOT support charging use .
Type C audio cable for Speaker
You can connect the USB type c port with most portable devices like : laptop / tablets/ cellphone /
mp3. then connect the 3.5mm port to Speaker for music playing .
Remember to use the bonus Velcro tape to keep this 1m / 3.28ft long wire always orderly .
Compatible Models & FAQ Questions
Compatible with :
Samsung Galaxy: Note 10/9/8 plus, A8, S20, S20 Plus, S20 Ultra/Z , S10/9/8 Plus .
One Plus: 6T, 7, 8 pro --- Google: Pixel 2 3 4 XL
HUAWEI: P40/P30/P20 pro, Mate 30/20/10 pro,
Apple: Ipad pro 2020/ 2018 , Macbook, Mackbook Air & other brands which with USB type c port like
XIAOMI , Motorala , SONY , HTC & etc
FAQ 1 -- volume turning by itself with this cable ? -- No
Answer : No , Whether it is the theory or the extensive testing we have done, we have not
discovered this situation . As this cable is only signal output , can not reverse transmit back to
cellphone .
We actually found this 'volume turning down by itself â€˜ is a frequently happened problem in
different cellphones itself , not the cable . the search result shows there are a lot of people with
same problem .
It mostly caused by the incompatible software of the cellphone itself. We have compiled some of the
most helpful solutions we found on internet for your Ref.
FAQ 2 -- Why the new cable has no respond when connect with the phone ?
Answer : Please don't worry , the cable is still in good condition , you just need to make some
settings .
Normally , If it doesn't work for a new cable , there must be a setting in the phone not enabled for
the cable .
As different brand's phone is different , please take below setting for Ref. & have a try to set similar
in yours .
Settings -> Google -> Account Services -> Search, Assistant, and Voice -> Allow wired headset
requests with device locked (On)
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